Dec 11, 2019 Mintues
1
00:01:13.470 --> 00:01:15.540
Angela Meisner: Hello, is that Kyle I see

2
00:01:44.370 --> 00:01:45.360
Angela Meisner: Good morning. It's Angela.

3
00:01:47.520 --> 00:01:49.770
kziegler: Angela. This is Kyle. How are you doing,

4
00:01:52.410 --> 00:02:03.630
kziegler: I'm doing fine. I was gone for six, seven weeks with my back surgery right came back to work
this weekend acumen stomach flu.

5
00:02:06.600 --> 00:02:06.930
kziegler: Here.

6
00:02:07.980 --> 00:02:10.020
kziegler: Can't catch a big question break

7
00:02:12.210 --> 00:02:17.820
kziegler: Right, I'm doing very well today. I'm actually feeling defense. I have since Friday so

8
00:02:19.830 --> 00:02:21.210
I hope you feel better soon.

9
00:02:22.410 --> 00:02:37.590
Angela Meisner: Oh, great. Yeah, I've never was. I was just asked from Friday. If I was going to take me
time off around the holidays. And I was like, no, I've been gone for seven days or seven week my boss
was like no, you need time off. That's the difference.

10
00:02:40.410 --> 00:02:44.250
kziegler: I don't know what I was laying in bed. The other day that like actually keeping

11
00:02:45.870 --> 00:02:51.090
kziegler: Anyways, HOW ARE YOU. I HAVE TO lately I'm

12
00:02:52.740 --> 00:02:55.740
kziegler: Having a heck of a time at the, oh, I've got a question for you.

13
00:02:56.970 --> 00:02:57.930
Angela Meisner: The board homework.

14
00:02:57.990 --> 00:03:02.010

kziegler: That was doing December the six. One was the policy procedures, right.

15
00:03:02.370 --> 00:03:02.760
Correct.

16
00:03:03.780 --> 00:03:07.470
Angela Meisner: Well, we need another one. And I see Charlie's on yeah the survey high

17
00:03:09.030 --> 00:03:09.510
Charlie Blackburn: Survey.

18
00:03:10.860 --> 00:03:12.330
kziegler: The survey. Okay.

19
00:03:13.530 --> 00:03:13.890
kziegler: Why was

20
00:03:14.760 --> 00:03:17.160
Charlie Blackburn: I forwarded your comments to Lori Swain. So we'll get

21
00:03:17.790 --> 00:03:22.440

Charlie Blackburn: Let her look at those incorporate where she's had a lot of good suggestions in there.
Thanks.

22
00:03:22.890 --> 00:03:31.290
Angela Meisner: Awesome. So it's the the survey and the other one was the policies. Oh, the policies. I
don't know. I don't think I did that.

23
00:03:32.880 --> 00:03:40.110
kziegler: Policy. Okay, the only member and I don't know why I couldn't remember the other one but

24
00:03:42.000 --> 00:03:42.630
Charlie Blackburn: In the same boat.

25
00:03:45.030 --> 00:03:48.000
Angela Meisner: Yeah, that's when I started to go through those yesterday, the

26
00:03:48.120 --> 00:03:52.920
Charlie Blackburn: Changes that we got from others and we're going to try and finish them up today. So
we get into the board.

27
00:03:54.090 --> 00:03:55.110
Charlie Blackburn: Time to look at. So

28

00:03:56.430 --> 00:03:57.270
Charlie Blackburn: Hopefully we'll get there.

29
00:04:00.360 --> 00:04:01.980
Angela Meisner: We'll get better soon. Kyle.

30
00:04:03.720 --> 00:04:05.760
kziegler: gatekeeper get a break already

31
00:04:07.620 --> 00:04:11.280
kziegler: Looking forward to being back to normal. G. Yeah, yeah, that

32
00:04:13.860 --> 00:04:20.010
kziegler: Is just kicks you in that it comes out of nowhere to and I just felt like, why is this

33
00:04:21.150 --> 00:04:22.050
kziegler: happening to me.

34
00:04:23.310 --> 00:04:24.120
kziegler: Now, my God.

35
00:04:25.020 --> 00:04:25.500

Oh well.

36
00:04:27.300 --> 00:04:28.200
kziegler: I survived.

37
00:04:44.550 --> 00:04:46.170
Charlie Blackburn: Go on mute, for just a minute.

38
00:04:46.980 --> 00:04:47.820
kziegler: I know Melanie's

39
00:04:47.910 --> 00:04:48.780
kziegler: not here yet so

40
00:05:04.650 --> 00:05:05.160
kziegler: Angela.

41
00:05:06.990 --> 00:05:07.950
Angela Meisner: It's been cold.

42
00:05:09.570 --> 00:05:11.580
Angela Meisner: Mode yet yeah we got a

43
00:05:11.730 --> 00:05:17.760
Angela Meisner: Few days of snow, which is a little before Thanksgiving, which is earlier than we usually

44
00:05:18.840 --> 00:05:19.260
Angela Meisner: Get it.

45
00:05:21.150 --> 00:05:22.530
Angela Meisner: So that was a little weird.

46
00:05:23.430 --> 00:05:25.140
kziegler: We went through.

47
00:05:26.610 --> 00:05:27.870
Angela Meisner: The entire month

48
00:05:27.930 --> 00:05:38.940
kziegler: Of November, without any raid, which is i, the last time that happened was 1985 and then the
first week of December we made up all that right

49
00:05:40.500 --> 00:05:41.130
kziegler: On one day.

50
00:05:42.210 --> 00:05:42.780
kziegler: What what

51
00:05:43.980 --> 00:05:49.590
kziegler: Oh, well, yeah, it was crazy and but we need it. So I'm happy. It's nice to hear

52
00:05:50.280 --> 00:05:56.130
Angela Meisner: Yeah, that's, that's the way we are, if we get a lot of rain we we definitely do not
complain about it.

53
00:05:57.270 --> 00:05:58.140
15127767111: Is Melanie

54
00:06:00.450 --> 00:06:00.990
15127767111: Melanie

55
00:06:01.980 --> 00:06:02.580
kziegler: How are you guys

56
00:06:03.450 --> 00:06:05.070
15127767111: Good, how are you. Oh.

57
00:06:06.330 --> 00:06:07.200
kziegler: Yeah, find

58
00:06:07.710 --> 00:06:09.540
15127767111: Dizzy sure you guys are too.

59
00:06:10.980 --> 00:06:19.470
15127767111: I am I actually need our meeting to be 30 minutes today, but I thought it was better to
have a 30 minute to cancel.

60
00:06:30.510 --> 00:06:40.170
kziegler: Schedule my agenda, unfortunately. Sorry, I didn't get that to you. I actually seen a volume five
to you. I have

61
00:06:42.120 --> 00:06:45.870
kziegler: An email out to resend it to make sure that I have the latest version.

62
00:06:46.530 --> 00:06:47.430
15127767111: And

63
00:06:47.520 --> 00:06:52.500

kziegler: Press Release so we can all chat about that when that happens. Okay.

64
00:06:52.800 --> 00:06:53.940
15127767111: Well, since we

65
00:06:54.960 --> 00:07:04.770
15127767111: See here, I'm still logging on to zoom and I heard, I heard from both Susan and Chandrika
and they won't be able to join us, but they gave me

66
00:07:05.670 --> 00:07:06.720
15127767111: An update

67
00:07:07.770 --> 00:07:16.860
15127767111: And so we still have their stuff. And so I have Kyle. And of course, Katie and may well do I
have on the phone, Angela.

68
00:07:16.890 --> 00:07:18.060
Angela Meisner: My nurse on the phone.

69
00:07:18.840 --> 00:07:20.340
15127767111: Hi, Angela. The morning

70

00:07:20.880 --> 00:07:21.780
Charlie Blackburn: Yeah. Charlie's here.

71
00:07:22.680 --> 00:07:22.980
15127767111: Thanks.

72
00:07:23.880 --> 00:07:26.790
16146441844: And Lynn Gilligan's Island.

73
00:07:27.360 --> 00:07:34.680
15127767111: The morning as Tyler on. Yes, I'm here. Okay, great. Okay, well let's go ahead and get
started then.

74
00:07:35.250 --> 00:07:35.550
Oh,

75
00:07:36.630 --> 00:07:38.670
15127767111: Oh I'm sorry, Dan. Great. Thank you.

76
00:07:39.900 --> 00:07:43.440
15127767111: Okay, so I got to offer everybody down there.

77

00:07:43.440 --> 00:07:44.010
And

78
00:07:45.210 --> 00:07:47.520
15127767111: You know my minutes were very abbreviated

79
00:07:48.090 --> 00:08:02.190
15127767111: And for some weird reason why I've been challenged with marking down, who's
president. And so I was going to ask. I wanted to ask you all. If I had gotten it wrong or correct if you
were

80
00:08:03.030 --> 00:08:09.570
15127767111: If you wouldn't mind looking especially at the minute son who was present because I had
to do it from memory, and I don't think I did it very well.

81
00:08:15.540 --> 00:08:15.960
kziegler: Okay.

82
00:08:16.290 --> 00:08:18.510
15127767111: Hearing them and I'm not, I will

83
00:08:19.890 --> 00:08:26.910
15127767111: I think it's close enough. If it's not completely accurate and in terms of the action items
we had a few

84
00:08:27.960 --> 00:08:30.870
15127767111: One was that we had talked about

85
00:08:32.520 --> 00:08:40.500
15127767111: That registry spotlight and so Dan actually did send me links and I had to laugh. Dan
because about

86
00:08:44.340 --> 00:08:55.170
15127767111: Having us having done spotlights in the narrative before for the registries, because the
last one that nature did Texas was one of them. And I

87
00:08:55.740 --> 00:09:13.740
15127767111: Totally saw that I wrote that article and had no memory of it whatsoever, although it was
a little different spin because it was, what does an Acer gold certification mean to our registry. But
anyways, it just made me laugh in terms of my

88
00:09:15.210 --> 00:09:25.860
15127767111: Eyes. If I make it to 80 it's going to be pretty dicey. I've already warmed my son in terms
of my memory but but anyway, so thanks for sending those

89
00:09:27.000 --> 00:09:36.780
15127767111: Examples and so it did have a different spin. I still, I didn't have a chance to write the
proposed kind of questions that we wanted to pose.

90
00:09:37.320 --> 00:09:50.610
15127767111: But I thought that, since we're close enough. Now we're going to have an in person
meeting. Well, we have the nature narrative due date already coming up on us. So I can either try and
squeeze it in for the next narrative or

91
00:09:51.090 --> 00:09:53.700
15127767111: I can ask for input in our in person board.

92
00:09:53.700 --> 00:09:54.240
15127767111: Meeting.

93
00:09:55.230 --> 00:09:57.750
15127767111: For suggestions that

94
00:09:57.810 --> 00:10:01.830
15127767111: That meeting. Is it the beginning of February or the end of January, I forget.

95
00:10:02.130 --> 00:10:03.540
Charlie Blackburn: It will be the beginning of February.

96
00:10:03.780 --> 00:10:04.410
15127767111: Am I am, yeah.

97
00:10:04.590 --> 00:10:05.070
Charlie Blackburn: Okay, yeah.

98
00:10:05.520 --> 00:10:06.570
Charlie Blackburn: So beginning of February.

99
00:10:07.230 --> 00:10:09.240
15127767111: Yeah, so we could do it in the spring. There it is.

100
00:10:10.290 --> 00:10:10.530
15127767111: So,

101
00:10:12.390 --> 00:10:16.620
15127767111: Any thoughts or opinions on that you get with whatever we decide

102
00:10:18.480 --> 00:10:19.590
15127767111: Sure. Okay.

103
00:10:19.620 --> 00:10:20.310
15127767111: Thanks, Katie.

104
00:10:23.010 --> 00:10:40.920
15127767111: And then also just wanted to mention that we were so proud of ourselves. We don't
move on then to the narrative some more. We were so proud of ourselves because for the first time we
got committee corners term everybody and then they were accidentally omitted from the narrative so

105
00:10:42.000 --> 00:10:50.400
15127767111: Susan Gershman even if she couldn't make it on this morning's call asked that I bring it up
because she feels uncomfortable asking the steering committee chairs.

106
00:10:51.630 --> 00:11:00.390
15127767111: For more updates when we didn't actually publish the updates that were provided so I
suggested to her that we go ahead and take another look at the at the steering committee.

107
00:11:01.380 --> 00:11:20.700
15127767111: Corners that were not published. You know, chances are they still are appropriate in
terms of us, including them in the winter narrative and that we just make sure that they get published in
the winter narrative. And then we just asked for a new committee corners from the

108
00:11:22.050 --> 00:11:27.420
15127767111: One or one one or two that got published. Does that sound reasonable to you guys.

109
00:11:29.820 --> 00:11:42.540
16146441844: Yeah, this is bland and i guess i mean i don't think there's anything wrong to say, gee, you
know, sorry. It didn't work out but to see if there's anything new, they would want to add what they
already gave us the that you know that they're really

110
00:11:43.740 --> 00:11:44.250
16146441844: Again,

111
00:11:44.340 --> 00:11:45.780
15127767111: The pure, it gets included

112
00:11:46.350 --> 00:11:47.820
16146441844: So what we could do actually is.

113
00:11:47.880 --> 00:11:50.070
15127767111: I like that. Lynn and I don't know why I think about it.

114
00:11:51.120 --> 00:12:05.160
15127767111: You're right, we should actually send it out to the steering committee chairs. This is what
was submitted. Last time we apologize for not getting published and if you could just update it, or let us
know that it's still current that's what we'll do.

115
00:12:07.110 --> 00:12:07.410
kziegler: Okay.

116
00:12:07.920 --> 00:12:08.730
15127767111: That sounds good.

117
00:12:10.740 --> 00:12:21.870
15127767111: Okay. And, and then we did get Chandrika sent out the next call for the winter narrative
articles and, you know, we always offer a suggested do day

118
00:12:22.140 --> 00:12:35.640
15127767111: But of course, there's still some flexibility but that did happen. So that was good. That
was one of our action items from the last meeting is we were hoping to get it out sooner and it just
escaped my mind and she was out of the country. But we did get it out yesterday.

119
00:12:36.840 --> 00:12:38.280
15127767111: Okay, and then

120
00:12:38.730 --> 00:12:41.610
15127767111: Any other questions or comments about the narratives. The next narratives

121
00:12:44.700 --> 00:12:49.380
15127767111: Okay, and then the communication plan the steering committee report, I just wanted to
mention

122
00:12:50.430 --> 00:13:07.800
15127767111: That we got a request from a sir. And we do this every year for the different board
meetings in persons to provide an update on that steering committee report, and it's not due until last
our next call but I went ahead and sent it out for you guys for you to see.

123
00:13:09.840 --> 00:13:18.030
15127767111: In terms of what that report looks like. And they specifically asked us to review the goals
and objectives.

124
00:13:20.130 --> 00:13:20.730
kziegler: For

125
00:13:20.790 --> 00:13:33.150
15127767111: That meeting. And so since today is a short meeting, I have to run to another meeting. I
just wanted to go ahead and give it to you guys now. And then if you are welcome to send me
suggestions.

126
00:13:34.410 --> 00:13:44.370
15127767111: If it's convenient for you to look at it, you know, sooner than later. Just email them to me.
And then we'll have this as an agenda item, and I'll have a draft completed at that point.

127
00:13:44.970 --> 00:13:56.940
15127767111: But feel free to send me any suggestions before then for our January meeting. And then,
or what we can do is we can just talk through it in the January meeting it I'll make sure that we have an
hour dedicated to it.

128
00:13:58.260 --> 00:14:00.540
15127767111: Did y'all have any questions about that report.

129

00:14:03.570 --> 00:14:05.010
15127767111: Okay. And then, um,

130
00:14:06.660 --> 00:14:20.430
15127767111: And then my next agenda item was the monthly promotional items. So thank you. Tyler,
he did work with Nan Nan really wanted to do a video encouraging people to

131
00:14:21.000 --> 00:14:34.410
15127767111: Be nominated for the board and of course we did have some good discussion about that
in the last steering committee meeting. So that was done in Tyler got that posted

132
00:14:35.730 --> 00:14:55.470
15127767111: And we also began preparing for World Cancer day and. But actually, before I check on
that. I'm and of course Kendrick is not on the call. But there may be other members that are on the
nominations. It seemed like we got sufficient nomination sense of the board in the next election.

133
00:14:58.290 --> 00:15:00.780
kziegler: Yes, I do know we did not

134
00:15:03.420 --> 00:15:08.100
kziegler: Know we have, we still have president elect to fill

135
00:15:08.610 --> 00:15:10.800
15127767111: Really oh we're having

136
00:15:10.860 --> 00:15:15.540
kziegler: A special meeting tomorrow to discuss next steps.

137
00:15:16.170 --> 00:15:18.870
15127767111: I thought we have somebody nominated

138
00:15:19.560 --> 00:15:20.700
15127767111: They did mine.

139
00:15:21.540 --> 00:15:23.850
kziegler: I tried for a few, but nothing. Yeah.

140
00:15:24.930 --> 00:15:29.520
kziegler: We've had three I think Rachel early three or four yeah they contacted three or

141
00:15:29.520 --> 00:15:41.040
Charlie Blackburn: Four and just wasn't the right time for a couple of them even they were close. There's
one that that I don't think we have a know on yet and by all accounts, would be a very suitable

142
00:15:42.570 --> 00:15:44.190
Charlie Blackburn: Capable President leader.

143
00:15:44.670 --> 00:15:46.890
Charlie Blackburn: But they're, they're going to meet on that tomorrow.

144
00:15:47.640 --> 00:15:49.650
15127767111: Kyle I think there'll be a part of that Chandrika

145
00:15:49.680 --> 00:15:52.140
Charlie Blackburn: Betsy Nan and Randy. And I think in the end.

146
00:15:52.380 --> 00:15:55.350
Charlie Blackburn: Like, like, like some years. I mean, usually we have it.

147
00:15:55.380 --> 00:15:56.340
Charlie Blackburn: Secured sooner.

148
00:15:57.360 --> 00:16:00.930
Charlie Blackburn: But I think it's just going to take a little, little nudge.

149
00:16:02.280 --> 00:16:03.420
Charlie Blackburn: On a couple fronts.

150
00:16:03.420 --> 00:16:12.900
Charlie Blackburn: Just to kind of see and hopefully, hopefully, by the time a lot of people I think are
breaking next Friday from work for a while.

151
00:16:13.320 --> 00:16:13.740
16146441844: Hopefully,

152
00:16:14.130 --> 00:16:15.240
Charlie Blackburn: Of some sort. I do where we

153
00:16:15.240 --> 00:16:17.010
Charlie Blackburn: Stand with that so

154
00:16:17.490 --> 00:16:20.490
15127767111: We're okay. We're sorry to hear that. Okay.

155
00:16:21.720 --> 00:16:22.230
15127767111: Well, good luck.

156
00:16:24.300 --> 00:16:40.890
16146441844: With your staff. Good question. I mean, how many, how many nominees. I mean, when
this information gets sent out. Does it do people know that there's already like 20 people nominated for
something that they wouldn't bother to throw their hat in the ring or

157
00:16:43.230 --> 00:16:44.790
kziegler: No, no.

158
00:16:45.900 --> 00:17:05.250
15127767111: I always IF I GET NOMINATED. I asked you know sometimes like there has been, I mean
I've served on the board. And it was fine. I've been asked at other times, and you know where I've been,
like, I would do it if they needed absolutely needed somebody, but then they had sufficient, you know,

159
00:17:05.310 --> 00:17:07.740
15127767111: Representatives at large, for example. So I said,

160
00:17:07.740 --> 00:17:10.500
15127767111: That thank you for the nomination, but it's okay.

161
00:17:13.020 --> 00:17:20.040
15127767111: I mean, I think that but but when I when I've been nominated or someone approaches
me and they don't typically say that and

162
00:17:21.120 --> 00:17:22.500
16146441844: But I think that people who get

163
00:17:22.500 --> 00:17:23.250

Nominated

164
00:17:24.690 --> 00:17:26.700
15127767111: Will ask if they're on the fence.

165
00:17:27.870 --> 00:17:28.170
15127767111: Okay.

166
00:17:29.250 --> 00:17:30.180
15127767111: You know,

167
00:17:30.210 --> 00:17:35.970
kziegler: You know with this nomination. This time around, we've got quite a few running for the
members at large.

168
00:17:36.300 --> 00:17:38.370
15127767111: And and

169
00:17:39.660 --> 00:17:40.080
kziegler: The

170
00:17:41.670 --> 00:17:50.400

kziegler: lorries position is, you know, there's somebody there. So yeah, it's just the president elect is
what we're waiting for what we're, you know,

171
00:17:52.290 --> 00:17:53.250
kziegler: Workout but

172
00:17:53.640 --> 00:17:54.840
Charlie Blackburn: Just can take a little more work.

173
00:17:56.310 --> 00:17:58.230
15127767111: And more influence

174
00:17:58.560 --> 00:17:59.280
15127767111: Those kinds of things.

175
00:18:01.140 --> 00:18:02.610
15127767111: Yeah, okay.

176
00:18:03.630 --> 00:18:04.320
15127767111: Um,

177
00:18:06.840 --> 00:18:11.940

15127767111: Yeah, I'm sure at this point it's beyond the communication steering committee is going to
take a personal touch.

178
00:18:14.250 --> 00:18:15.000
kziegler: from you guys.

179
00:18:17.370 --> 00:18:25.080
15127767111: All right, and then Katie went ahead and apologize sent a revised version so that you
could print it. If you chose to but

180
00:18:25.740 --> 00:18:38.040
15127767111: So we did come up with a draft of World Cancer day and we had also mentioned in the
last meeting. This is an action item. So Katie put that together. Thank you. Katie was based on the
previous years.

181
00:18:38.790 --> 00:18:54.960
15127767111: But we did back it up to, we're in response to membership requests that we actually give
them awareness in case they want to promote World Cancer day as well, about a month in advance. So
in that timeline, you can see

182
00:18:56.340 --> 00:18:59.190
15127767111: Where we send out our first notification.

183
00:18:59.940 --> 00:19:11.430

15127767111: The beginning of January. Yeah, yeah, the first Monday in January, so that way again. If
folks want to actually promote it themselves. They'll have

184
00:19:13.170 --> 00:19:20.400
15127767111: Reminder and can go and see the resources that are provided by because there's very
nice toolkits and whatnot.

185
00:19:21.690 --> 00:19:38.850
15127767111: For promoting the World Cancer day. So again, if you have any comments or feedback on
that, feel free to send them to us in or you know if you have any now, but I really have time to respond,
but you've got it to look at

186
00:19:42.000 --> 00:19:46.290
15127767111: Okay. And then are there any questions or comments about that for World Cancer day

187
00:19:48.840 --> 00:19:51.750
Charlie Blackburn: Now, Tyler keeps up on that i i think

188
00:19:51.780 --> 00:19:53.790
15127767111: Either part of the email or forward them those kinds of

189
00:19:53.790 --> 00:19:54.210
Things.

190
00:19:55.230 --> 00:19:57.750
Charlie Blackburn: It's sometimes they get a little overboard.

191
00:19:57.750 --> 00:20:04.980
Charlie Blackburn: With it, but we try and filter it as best we can and take care of the most important
pieces. They're going to move the needle.

192
00:20:05.070 --> 00:20:06.030
Charlie Blackburn: The most so

193
00:20:06.600 --> 00:20:08.490
Charlie Blackburn: As information pops up hill hoping you

194
00:20:08.490 --> 00:20:17.220
15127767111: Guys if something new comes up. Okay, great. Yeah. And we kept with the same plan.
Other than that earlier email.

195
00:20:19.020 --> 00:20:28.200
15127767111: So that Members have awareness in time to promote it if they choose to. So that was
really the only change in terms of activity that we had from the previous nice or plans.

196
00:20:29.970 --> 00:20:31.200
15127767111: Okay, great. And

197
00:20:32.520 --> 00:20:41.100
15127767111: And then I had a couple of other items. So you mentioned Kyle, the recent CNET edition.
So what was it that

198
00:20:42.120 --> 00:20:47.010
15127767111: That was requested or. What did you have in mind for that agenda item that I added

199
00:20:48.000 --> 00:20:49.050
So,

200
00:20:50.100 --> 00:20:58.980
kziegler: If the last board meeting, if we reviewed the latest edition of the Siena monograph. Yeah. And
we were

201
00:20:58.980 --> 00:21:02.640
kziegler: Asked to publish it when it becomes available.

202
00:21:03.870 --> 00:21:15.450
kziegler: So that is right now out to the I received the email from her sending her and I've been emailing
back and forth this morning. It is out for the registries review right now.

203
00:21:16.860 --> 00:21:24.180

kziegler: And so she would like to release it after they reviewed it, but that won't be until after
December the 20th

204
00:21:26.220 --> 00:21:27.120
kziegler: So,

205
00:21:29.220 --> 00:21:37.200
kziegler: I'm you know that puts us in a very interesting place. You don't want to put something out and
get it lost in because everybody's out in the holidays.

206
00:21:37.590 --> 00:21:38.460
15127767111: Right, you know,

207
00:21:38.880 --> 00:21:45.900
kziegler: Leave you come back, and all of a sudden you got 30 emails file or 100 and you get through it
and you miss that.

208
00:21:47.280 --> 00:21:56.010
kziegler: If this is depending on how close this gets to Christmas I might now looking at this thinking
maybe real first thing

209
00:21:59.580 --> 00:22:01.710
kziegler: Right after the new year. What do you think

210
00:22:02.310 --> 00:22:06.540
15127767111: Yeah, I agree. That was our thinking as well in terms of the due date of the narrative even

211
00:22:07.980 --> 00:22:17.970
15127767111: Yeah, I mean there's just got it. Well, at least I don't know that I feel that, and then day
when I come back in January, because it's really pretty quiet but

212
00:22:18.840 --> 00:22:28.920
15127767111: I know that that much stuff gets held but and then blast it out. But I absolutely agree they
shouldn't release. And plus, it's a new seen its prevalence and so because I got the email.

213
00:22:29.580 --> 00:22:30.660
15127767111: To review that

214
00:22:32.070 --> 00:22:39.150
15127767111: And they have prevalence in there. And that's a whole new thing and a big deal. So I
would definitely recommend that that be in early January.

215
00:22:40.170 --> 00:22:40.830
15127767111: And then

216
00:22:41.250 --> 00:22:51.720

kziegler: I'm not sure what kind of and there's going to be. I asked her about maybe, you know, writing
up a, you know, or somebody giving us a some sort of a press release so

217
00:22:52.530 --> 00:23:07.740
kziegler: To help us along with the publishing of this. So I don't know exactly where you think that this
would go, besides the website. And if there's anywhere else that you think that or anything else we can
do to get this out.

218
00:23:08.340 --> 00:23:21.630
15127767111: You know, I definitely think that we should do. I mean, the nature listserv is very useful.
And again, but going back to our survey that was members preferred method of communicating, we can
still put, we can still tweet it out.

219
00:23:23.730 --> 00:23:24.510
15127767111: And then

220
00:23:26.040 --> 00:23:27.750
15127767111: You know, maybe in the listserv.

221
00:23:27.840 --> 00:23:32.220
15127767111: Put a link to the press release, if that's what we want to do.

222
00:23:33.570 --> 00:23:40.380
15127767111: And then, you know, please. Since there is that new prevalence aspect. Maybe we could
get a brief narrative article on it.

223
00:23:41.940 --> 00:23:43.590
kziegler: Just crossed my mind when you were talking

224
00:23:44.640 --> 00:23:45.390
kziegler: That would be

225
00:23:47.010 --> 00:23:50.310
kziegler: Okay, so this is live. Is there a

226
00:23:50.340 --> 00:23:56.490
16146441844: Possibility that again since there's prevalent data could even be like a little half an hour
webinar.

227
00:23:58.440 --> 00:24:06.270
16146441844: I think for some of us, that's the whole lot better. And we can also make sure it gets
pushed out to our analytic team.

228
00:24:07.170 --> 00:24:08.460
Charlie Blackburn: Yeah, Linda says, Charlie.

229
00:24:09.330 --> 00:24:11.430

Charlie Blackburn: I have, I think that they do have one

230
00:24:11.430 --> 00:24:15.840
Charlie Blackburn: Planned I'll double check with for Cindy Sherman from our office and

231
00:24:16.530 --> 00:24:17.970
Charlie Blackburn: Make sure that that's the case. But

232
00:24:17.970 --> 00:24:19.470
Charlie Blackburn: I do believe that they had

233
00:24:19.470 --> 00:24:21.540
Charlie Blackburn: Something planned and in fact

234
00:24:21.780 --> 00:24:23.070
Charlie Blackburn: Just as a little side note,

235
00:24:24.390 --> 00:24:32.220
Charlie Blackburn: That's not a best practices piece. I know, per se, but there are some things coming
down the line that are going to be best practice oriented and

236
00:24:32.850 --> 00:24:35.700

Charlie Blackburn: There's going to be a deeper dive on those things as they get released

237
00:24:35.730 --> 00:24:40.200
Charlie Blackburn: With a you know a brief webinar and and you know won't be hours long.

238
00:24:40.530 --> 00:24:43.620
Charlie Blackburn: But a brief webinar and Q AMP. A and

239
00:24:43.620 --> 00:24:44.130
16146441844: Dialogue.

240
00:24:44.250 --> 00:24:45.510
Charlie Blackburn: So to open that up so

241
00:24:45.750 --> 00:24:48.450
Charlie Blackburn: I know I went a little further with that. But I'll double check with for sender.

242
00:24:49.080 --> 00:24:51.720
Charlie Blackburn: And email you when we're done here.

243
00:24:52.380 --> 00:25:07.680

16146441844: Yeah and there's anything it's primarily because it's got something different going on for
that, you know, it might be helpful to say, How did you do it or how did they do it and you know if you
know states might want to follow suit or whatever. So thank you.

244
00:25:08.430 --> 00:25:11.760
16146441844: Because Angela. I'm on RT you and I'm pretty sure we're doing

245
00:25:11.820 --> 00:25:12.960
Angela Meisner: That's one. That's our plan.

246
00:25:13.800 --> 00:25:26.220
15127767111: Obviously work. Yeah, it'd be good because you know there's different ways that you can
calculate it and do it and you know if there's a webinar. I don't know. It just helps me be conscious and
take the time. I think that'd be super

247
00:25:27.510 --> 00:25:33.690
15127767111: Okay. Good. So then, I have then that we can, we may be expecting a

248
00:25:34.860 --> 00:25:48.060
15127767111: Press Release. We can do the listserv. We can do tweet, we suggest an Acer narrative
article and then Charlie will double check. Although Angeles pretty sure that will have a small webinar.
So I think that sounds good. Kyle, don't you.

249
00:25:49.020 --> 00:25:52.020
kziegler: Yeah, I think that's great. So, yeah.

250
00:25:53.490 --> 00:25:58.560
kziegler: Yeah, you know, and we'll just like desk play it by ear. When we see when I suspect

251
00:25:59.820 --> 00:26:00.510
kziegler: That the team.

252
00:26:01.110 --> 00:26:02.070
Charlie Blackburn: And I already checked with

253
00:26:02.130 --> 00:26:04.500
Charlie Blackburn: With for Santa. She told me that

254
00:26:04.920 --> 00:26:05.460
Charlie Blackburn: That they do.

255
00:26:05.670 --> 00:26:11.760
Charlie Blackburn: They have a plan for for registries they plan on doing a webinar for registries to do
calculations.

256
00:26:13.290 --> 00:26:21.450

Charlie Blackburn: And so I mentioned that this brought up. So she's going to put some consideration for
whoever will do that to see if there's some expansion on that that will happen. So there was something

257
00:26:21.540 --> 00:26:21.900
15127767111: Plan.

258
00:26:22.110 --> 00:26:22.680
Charlie Blackburn: But that's

259
00:26:23.100 --> 00:26:26.820
Charlie Blackburn: That's what's happened. So there's a report so she was able to let me know right
away.

260
00:26:27.810 --> 00:26:29.040
15127767111: Right, okay.

261
00:26:31.890 --> 00:26:33.480
kziegler: I'm sorry, I'm taking notes here for

262
00:26:33.480 --> 00:26:35.220
15127767111: Myself will consider

263

00:26:37.200 --> 00:26:37.530
15127767111: Adding

264
00:26:43.470 --> 00:26:48.270
15127767111: Okay, great. And then also, Tyler had mentioned

265
00:26:50.220 --> 00:26:58.350
15127767111: Or suggested us, adding that we have an in person meeting at the 2020 annual
conference upcoming

266
00:26:59.550 --> 00:27:17.790
15127767111: And so, um, it will also be the end of my two year term. And it's a great committee, I've
got quite a number of things though in our not so distant future here. So my plan is to step down as the
chair.

267
00:27:18.930 --> 00:27:22.320
15127767111: But maybe I mean that's all we can do a nice transition

268
00:27:24.360 --> 00:27:31.530
15127767111: With the new whoever the new steering committee chair would be. And so all plan and
we can talk about and work on an agenda.

269
00:27:31.890 --> 00:27:44.820

15127767111: If that sounds reasonable to you all. I know it's kind of mixed on our on who all gets to
attend. It was leaner last year because I know a number of our members were unable to get approval to
go to Canada.

270
00:27:45.900 --> 00:27:55.500
15127767111: But I'm thinking that we all probably should be able to attend Philadelphia. Does anybody
have a know that they will not able to attend.

271
00:27:56.790 --> 00:28:00.090
15127767111: next June nature's plan to attend.

272
00:28:01.830 --> 00:28:02.310
You don't

273
00:28:03.450 --> 00:28:03.750
15127767111: Okay.

274
00:28:05.070 --> 00:28:08.010
15127767111: We can still offer a call in option.

275
00:28:10.170 --> 00:28:13.200
15127767111: Maybe try. Okay.

276

00:28:14.220 --> 00:28:20.460
16146441844: So Melanie. If you step down will one of the incoming board members take on your role.

277
00:28:21.660 --> 00:28:23.850
16146441844: Now normally transition

278
00:28:24.390 --> 00:28:31.920
16146441844: Because I guess I'm just thinking, if it's if there is a transition. And there's a new board
member have is that all

279
00:28:32.610 --> 00:28:38.820
15127767111: It's not the steering committee is to chair is typically not, it's not a board member, you
know, we have two

280
00:28:40.440 --> 00:28:42.840
kziegler: Members from the board, but

281
00:28:43.380 --> 00:28:51.390
15127767111: It has. It's not the steering committee chairs are typically not the board members. So I
just got asked

282
00:28:52.740 --> 00:29:02.640
15127767111: By you know it is, I think, more helpful if it is an existing steering committee member,
although it's certainly not necessary.

283
00:29:03.690 --> 00:29:07.950
15127767111: And again, I would, I would not. I would be try and be helpful.

284
00:29:09.120 --> 00:29:18.450
15127767111: And, you know, make sure they have everything. I mean, everybody was very helpful to
me but it came from a half a dozen different directions didn't come from the previous chair.

285
00:29:20.280 --> 00:29:27.720
15127767111: So it was a little bit more difficult for me I think having not served on this committee prior
but

286
00:29:28.710 --> 00:29:34.920
15127767111: You know, at least I have that experience. So I would make it as painless as possible and
encourage folks to

287
00:29:35.610 --> 00:29:43.020
15127767111: You know, consider being being the chair. It's, it's, it's a good. It's a good. I think it's a
good committee and in a great committee and a great

288
00:29:43.380 --> 00:29:53.880
15127767111: Opportunity. I just, we've got some stuff going on here. Charlie's used to get nature's
used to me, I'll be on for a couple years. And then I step back for a couple years. And then I come back.

289
00:30:01.080 --> 00:30:14.700
15127767111: Okay, well, I will, I will work on that. We've got time at Tyler, did you have anything. I
mean, you made the suggestion, it's great that you have anything already specifically in mind or you just
started the and I say d at this point that we get together.

290
00:30:15.180 --> 00:30:17.280
Tyler Scott: No, a Charlie and I were just talking this

291
00:30:17.280 --> 00:30:21.900
Tyler Scott: Morning and we're kind of wondering when would be the best day for you guys to me.

292
00:30:23.640 --> 00:30:30.690
15127767111: OK, I will plan to put that I'll continue to have that as a item and

293
00:30:32.610 --> 00:30:41.250
15127767111: You know, probably have a better sense of it like around February. How soon do you guys
need to know because I know you're actively working on that agenda.

294
00:30:42.060 --> 00:30:45.030
Charlie Blackburn: Yeah, yeah. This is Charlie, January, February is fine.

295
00:30:45.450 --> 00:30:47.100
Charlie Blackburn: January, February is OK.

296
00:30:48.240 --> 00:30:48.660
15127767111: That just

297
00:30:48.780 --> 00:30:50.400
Charlie Blackburn: Kind of gets it on the schedule.

298
00:30:51.540 --> 00:30:55.140
Charlie Blackburn: early bird gets the worm with that, then you don't have to worry about moving
around a bunch of other committees.

299
00:30:56.520 --> 00:30:56.850
15127767111: Either

300
00:30:57.480 --> 00:31:03.540
Charlie Blackburn: So whatever you know whatever you choose, preferably by February, it can and not

301
00:31:04.230 --> 00:31:05.010
Charlie Blackburn: Move a little bit

302
00:31:05.070 --> 00:31:05.370
Charlie Blackburn: You know,

303
00:31:05.400 --> 00:31:11.700
Charlie Blackburn: Our wise but if we get into a period of time, then that makes it a little bit easier.
We're just trying to put it on your radar.

304
00:31:11.760 --> 00:31:22.890
15127767111: As much as anything else. Absolutely. And right now, it seemed to me like the standing
committees are typically meeting, aren't they, on that Monday before the meeting actually starts

305
00:31:23.100 --> 00:31:25.470
15127767111: Yes. Is that OK. OK.

306
00:31:29.040 --> 00:31:34.530
15127767111: So I know this from experience. It's like there's a sweet spot of trying to like

307
00:31:35.880 --> 00:31:43.440
15127767111: Make it late enough to where maybe people can still arrive on Monday and attend your
committee, but then not being making it so late to

308
00:31:43.680 --> 00:31:50.160
15127767111: Yeah, they're tired out already, or elsewhere, enjoying the sights of Philadelphia.

309
00:31:51.180 --> 00:31:58.980

15127767111: OK, I will. I'll take a look at that and I'll definitely work on. We're going to be thinking
about an agenda and be thinking about

310
00:32:00.870 --> 00:32:05.400
15127767111: When that is so you guys can get it down. I don't see any reason why I can't figure it out.

311
00:32:06.450 --> 00:32:13.350
Charlie Blackburn: Hey, Melanie, just real quick just kind of working with Tyler, as he does some of these
things for the first time.

312
00:32:14.400 --> 00:32:25.530
Charlie Blackburn: Regarding your plans moving forward. Do you want Tyler, just to ping Randy, just to
know that. Is that something you want to mention to her first about your friends, maybe already have
just so because

313
00:32:25.650 --> 00:32:26.880
Ultimately, the President

314
00:32:28.260 --> 00:32:32.070
Charlie Blackburn: You know, was the one that's going to be responsible for, you know, filling those
roles.

315
00:32:32.670 --> 00:32:45.990

15127767111: Yes, this is the first time I entered it out loud to the group, but I had been I know y'all
have prompted all of us think we were asked to let the President know for the in person meeting, but
I'm happy to shoot Randy and Betsy, an email.

316
00:32:46.470 --> 00:32:51.780
Charlie Blackburn: Okay, and then I'll work with Tyler, just to make sure that he just sort of stays in front
of them. After you do that,

317
00:32:52.590 --> 00:32:53.520
15127767111: Just to, you know,

318
00:32:53.550 --> 00:32:54.330
Charlie Blackburn: People get busy.

319
00:32:54.390 --> 00:32:55.740
Charlie Blackburn: And so sometimes staff help

320
00:32:56.070 --> 00:32:57.210
Charlie Blackburn: Spur that so

321
00:32:59.040 --> 00:33:00.300
Charlie Blackburn: Yeah, I'll talk to you offline tower.

322

00:33:00.810 --> 00:33:01.260
Okay.

323
00:33:02.880 --> 00:33:03.780
15127767111: This is Lynn, can I

324
00:33:03.990 --> 00:33:22.290
16146441844: ask another question, since there's so many good people on the phone. Today we are
trying to develop something in Ohio where every month, we have a fact sheet that we put out for
whatever cancer awareness month. It is. And I wondered if anybody on the call did that and if so,

325
00:33:23.850 --> 00:33:31.050
16146441844: If you wouldn't mind sharing your template or if there is an organization that already
does these that you use for this purpose.

326
00:33:31.980 --> 00:33:43.110
16146441844: We don't want to bother to reinvent the wheel. If there's something really great out
there. But just like the stuff you just sent out on World Cancer day it's just really nice to have something
to kind of get you started, and

327
00:33:44.160 --> 00:33:58.110
16146441844: We thought, rather than being reactive. When we get questions on from the public or
public affairs group, as you know, what are the numbers. And what's it look like if we had something
that we would do ahead of time and then just push out on our website that would

328

00:33:59.850 --> 00:34:02.250
kziegler: Be be helpful. So I was just wondering if

329
00:34:02.250 --> 00:34:11.490
16146441844: Any, any of you out there, do something like that routinely or again if you are using
information that another organization is has already developed

330
00:34:19.170 --> 00:34:19.890
16146441844: Or

331
00:34:21.240 --> 00:34:23.070
15127767111: Word kitty there any other

332
00:34:24.510 --> 00:34:24.870
15127767111: Okay.

333
00:34:24.960 --> 00:34:35.310
16146441844: Alrighty. Well, then we'll just we might come up with something. But I guess the only
thing is, is, um, you know, we get the questions and then you're running around on a Friday afternoon
but to

334
00:34:36.090 --> 00:34:43.650
16146441844: You know, we're, we're just trying to get ahead of the curve, so. Okay. Thanks. Okay.
Yeah, we don't do anything on a

335
00:34:43.650 --> 00:34:44.490
Monthly

336
00:34:46.290 --> 00:34:56.970
15127767111: We're still a couple of X. She's but nothing on an ongoing basis. Now we're patting
ourselves on the back line. If we can get it out annual. Yeah. Well, that's what we've been doing, but

337
00:34:57.000 --> 00:34:59.070
16146441844: We're trying to do something new. Sure.

338
00:34:59.460 --> 00:35:00.570
15127767111: Sure, absolutely.

339
00:35:02.190 --> 00:35:04.590
16146441844: So if we do, we can put it into nice or narrative.

340
00:35:05.100 --> 00:35:05.790
15127767111: You should

341
00:35:07.470 --> 00:35:09.330
15127767111: Well, we're just at the beginning stages.

342
00:35:09.420 --> 00:35:15.480
16146441844: But, um, we had some kind of hit us again just a couple weeks ago and we said, we just,
we can't work like this. So,

343
00:35:17.370 --> 00:35:19.170
15127767111: Oh yeah, how often I have this

344
00:35:21.600 --> 00:35:29.760
15127767111: One man. Man, I know you'll manage and do well we I feel like I'm on my way through so
many things here. But if it works out. It's all right.

345
00:35:31.680 --> 00:35:33.120
15127767111: Okay well i i

346
00:35:33.210 --> 00:35:37.920
15127767111: Apologize for having to cut the meeting short, I've got to run to my next meeting.

347
00:35:39.030 --> 00:35:48.240
15127767111: But again, if you do have a chance to look at our goals and objectives. Any other feedback
on our world cancer day or

348
00:35:49.620 --> 00:35:52.560

15127767111: You know, thinking about the agenda.

349
00:35:53.640 --> 00:35:59.670
15127767111: For in person meeting. Any other thoughts from seen it. Don't hesitate and letting letting
us know

350
00:36:00.960 --> 00:36:02.340
kziegler: So thanks. I hope you guys have

351
00:36:02.430 --> 00:36:03.270
15127767111: Happy holidays.

352
00:36:03.840 --> 00:36:05.040
16146441844: Thank you, you too. Thanks.

